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A Change of Seasons 

But it was all over too soon 

When somebody decided you'd 

Better move on. 

Aap kab aawaa, the boy asked, when did you come? He meant, 

'How long have you been waiting.' Tall and dark, perhaps 

sixteen or seventeen, he was a car wash boy at the Laucala BP 

Station. I used to go there every second weekend to have my 

car washed and polished, tyre pressure checked, oil changed. 

The boy, Vinay, was a new recruit at the gas station. He looked 

startled, almost frightened. If I had been waiting long and his 

boss found out, he would be fired, perhaps slapped around the 

ears for slacking off, being negligent. He looked at me 

pleadingly and then gazed at the ground expecting to be told 

off, sworn at . Anything would be better than to be reported. 

He had been cramming for his exams at the back of the garage. 

'Just this minute,' I said, although I had been waiting for 

about ten. Vinay knew the truth. 'I will do a special job for you 

today, sir,' he said. 'The usual will do, son,' I replied as I tapped 

him gently on the shoulder with the smile of a benign uncle. 
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A word he had spoken had given him away and made me feel 

warm and curious about him. Aawaa: that was pure Labasa, 

a rustic word long forgotten in Viti Levu, a signifier of our 

primitive country origins, a badge of inferiority in their eyes. 

Aayaa is what they say, a politer word, more literary. Vinay and 

I are kaivata, as the Fijians might say, people from the same 

place and so somehow distantly related. 

I read the weekend papers sitting on a tree stump under 

the lanky acacia tree while Vinay goes about his work. Cakes 

of mud dislodge from the mudguard under pressurized water, 

the sides are splashed and then rubbed with cloth, the hubcaps 

cleaned, the inside vacuumed, and mirrors wiped. Vinay's 

speed and precision suggest he is a practised hand at this. 

Occasionally he throws a furtive glance at me to see if I am 

watching. I wave back gently. His dark face glistens with sweat 

in the hard sun and unbearable humidity. 

The heat and the humidity, the look of desperation on 

Vinay's face, that haunting and hunted look in the eyes of a boy 

ageing before his time, are familiar, and bring back memories of 

a distant past. I recall early rainy mornings when Mother and 

I went to work for Santu, our neighbour. Mother received five 

shillings for a day's backbreaking work in knee-deep dirty water 

transplanting rice seedlings and I, a 'mere child,' one shilling. 

There was no break from the wind and the pelting rain; 

a specified number of rice seedling bundles had to be planted by 

the end of the day before we were paid, much like the daily task 

under girmit. We return home around dusk, but mother's day 

was not finished. She had to prepare dinner, before we all went 

to bed only to start all over again the next morning. 

Then there was work at Ram Dayal's cane farm. Mr 

Dayal had been promised our labour during the school 
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holidays, for what amount we didn't know. But there we were, 

just children in primary school, hoeing and fertilizing cane, 

cleaning the outer edges of the farm of weed and overgrown 

grass, braving hornets, feeding the cattle, sometimes fetching 

well water for their cooking. No money passed through our 

hands. It went straight to Father, who used it to buy books, 

clothes and food for his young family. We didn't ask any 

questions; that was the way things were done. We were all 

grateful just to get by, happy to contribute whatever we could 

to our perennially strained household budget. 

Our routine at home was set before and after school: 

regular work in the mornings taking cattle to the fields, 

feeding them cut para grass in the evenings, tending vegetable 

gardens, gathering firewood from the neighbouring hills, 

fetching water from the well, keeping the compound clean. 

And the same repetitive meals in the evenings: dhall, rice, 

pumpkin or jack- fruit curries, ground chillies, mint and garlic 

for chutney. Once, for some reason, we had an abundance of 

pumpkins, so much so that we had it for breakfast, lunch and 

dinner. My younger brothers got so f~d up that one day they 

secretly poured a pot of boiling water on one of the plants. It 

died soon afterwards. Mother was perplexed, and Father 

wanted to find the culprit, who would then get the thrashing 

of his life, but not a word leaked out until years later by which 

time we could have a good laugh. 

Our experience was common. Tabia was a poor village 

on the outer edges of prosperity. There were no paved roads, 

no running water, no electricity, just thatched huts for homes 

and wells for water. Attending school by the late 1950s had 

become the norm, though completing primary schooling was 

another matter. And no one had any idea of a possible future 
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career. Working at the local banks was the most prestigious job 

we could aspire to. We all longed for some employment 

outside the village, anything that would take us away from the 

local rut. One of my fondest memories of those years is of 

watching planes flying from Waiqele airport over our village . 

I would gaze at the plane until it dissolved into a blip and then 

disappeared from sight. Then for a long time afterwards, 

I would think about the plane, the people who might be in it, 

where they were going, whether one day I too might get to fly 

to strange, unknown places. Paradise was always somewhere 

else, deepening the aching desire to leave. 

All this was more than forty years ago. Now, Tabia is 

a changed place . A modem tar-sealed highway connects the 

village to other parts of Vanua Levu, there is electricity, piped 

water and television in most homes; the village has a vibrant 

primary school and well-regarded secondary college to which 

students come from all parts of the island. People from the 

village have travelled widely, and some have children abroad. 

Tiny tots when I was there, Tabia boys and girls have done 

well, joined the professions, gone places, made something 

of themselves. I had myself moved on and returned only 

intermittently, for wedding, funerals and rare family get

togethers, until the death of my parents practically severed the 

link. Tabia is now an evanescent memory. 

Vinay reminded me of the world from which I had 

come, but it hurt that this child now, all these years later, 

through no fault of his own, was undergoing a misery I thought 

had long ceased. I knew about the non-renewal of leases and 

of the general exodus from the once flourishing cane farms in 

northern Vanua Levu (Naqiqi, Wavu Wavu, Daku, Lagalaga, 

Wainikoro) . Among the refugees, for that is the right word, 
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were members of my own extended family, though my contact 

with them had long been broken through years of absence and 

short returning visits. For many of them, I was a 'name,' a good 

name, to be sure, but just a name. There was something about 

Vinay that aroused my curiosity about things I had heard and 

read about, but never really considered. 

'You go to school, right?' I asked him after he had 

finished washing the car. 'Yes, sir,' he answers politely. 'From 

Labasa, right?' 'Yes, sir.' He looked perplexed, wondering what 

he had done or said to give away his identity. People from 

Labasa, I learn later, are not always welcome in Suva. 

Regarded as unrefined country people at the best of times, the 

butt of jokes about the way they talk and walk and dress, they 

are now derided openly for being diligent and hardworking, 

taking any and all jobs for pay which Suva people consider 

beneath them. 

'How long have you been here, Vinay?' I ask. 'Since last 

year, sir." With your family or by yourself?' It was not an empty 

question. There was a time when some of the wealthier and well

connected families sent their sons for a bit of high schooling in 

Suva to improve their chances of securing a good job. 'My father, 

mother and my younger sister, sir.' 'She goes to school too?' 'Yes, 

sir, she is in Form Five.' 'And you are in?' 'Form Seven, sir.' 

'I would like to meet your family some time,' I said. 

Vinay seemed horrified by my request, as if this was the 

most unusual thing anyone could have asked him. 'Sir?' he 

asked, saying, in effect: why in the world would you like to do 

such a thing. 'Yes, some day, Vi nay, I would like to meet them.' 

With that, I handed him a five-dollar note as a bonus. No one 

was watching. Vinay looked into my eyes with a sadness that 

burnt deep into my memory. 'Get something for yourself and 
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your sister, beta,' I said, patting his head gently. 'Thank you very 
much, sir,' he said as he turned away wiping tears from his eyes. 

The following Saturday I again went to the gas station 
to meet Vinay. He was courteous and respectful. 'Ram Ram, 
sir,' he said. 'Ram, Ram,' I replied. 'Will tomorrow be all right 
for me to visit you?' 'Sir?' 'Tomorrow. Just a short visit to meet 
your parents. I am from Labasa too, in case you don't know.' 'Sir, 
my father knows you. He says you are a very famous man.' 
'You know us Labasans. We are all famous,' I said. Vinay smi
led. 'Tomorrow at ten, then?' 'Yes, sir,' Vinay replied hesitant
ly. I understood the reason for his reluctance. He was a proud boy 
who did not want me to see his desperately poor family 
circumstance. His pride would be injured in case I thought any 
less of him because of his background. But I was determined. 

Newtown Mini Market is where Vinay arranged to meet 
me. It is towards the higher end of the Khalsa Road that links 
Kinoya and Tacirua. The road dissects a congested corridor. 
The Kinoya end is the more settled part. The concrete houses 
are bigger, more substantial, set apart from each other by 
respectable distance, closer to the shopping centre, bread 
shops and churches. The Tacirua end is clogged, full of 
sardine-can tenements of rickety roof iron and stray wood, one 
on top of another, some perched precariously on a ridge 
leading to a gully, many partly shielded from view from the 
road by tall grass, some without electricity, many without 
water, all testimony to human misery. 

I arrive about ten minutes early. 'Mini Market' is a serious 
misnomer. The place is empty, deserted, strewn with garbage. 
All that survives is a crumbling corrugated iron shed 
resembling a chicken coop, full of rotting, crumpled cardboard 
boxes and bits and pieces of wood. Once this place would have 
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been a busding local centre, selling vegetables, eggs, root 

crops, perhaps even a live chicken or two to the surrounding 

neighbourhoods. But all that must have been a long time ago. 

As with so many things in Fiji, temporariness is the order of 

the day here. I wonder who its owner was. Probably some 

evicted Indo-Fijian tenant who was here for a while and then 

moved out to something better elsewhere . 

Behind the chicken coop is a well maintained house 

painted dark blue. A Fijian man, fresh from a shower and 

wrapped in a floral sulu walks towards me. He has probably 

seen me leaning against my car, waiting, for some time. 'You 

looking for someone!' he asks. 'Yes, a boy named Vinay.' 'The 

thin fallah who wash car here!' 'Probably.' 'He live on the 

other side of the road, over there,' the man says, pointing me 

to a collection of tin huts on top of a grassy hill. 'Thanks, Bro, 

but I will wait here for just a bit longer.' 'Come, have some 

chai Bhaiya,' have some tea, brother, he says. 'Thanks, but 

I have just had breakfast.' This typically generous Fijian offer 

to share food and drink, so common in the villages, still survives 

in this depressed corner of Suva. 

Vinay apologises for being late. We walk along a muddy 

path to his 'home.' Barely clothed curious children look 

silendy in our direction. They are not used to seeing well

dressed, important-looking strangers commg to their 

setdement. Both sides of the path are overgrown with grass. 

and fresh dog shit is all over the place. There is a foul smell in 

the air, a mixture of burning kerosene and urine. Vinay's place 

is a typical squatter settlement structure, a one-bedroom, 

rusting corrugated-iron shack. 

Vijay, Vinay's father, greets me at the front door with 

both hands and invites me in. He has none of Vinay's unease 
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or embarrassment. Inside, I sit on a wooden crate covered with 

piece of white cloth. Around forty or so, Vijay is prematurely 

aged, his skin dry' and leathery from prolonged exposure to the 

sun. His wife, Vim la, returns from fetching water from the 

communal tap outside. 'Ram, Ram Bhaiya,' she says as she 

covers her head and walks past me shyly. A village girl in 

single overflowing dress she too looks worn out, her unkempt 

hair greying at the edges. Thoda chai banaao, Vijay tells his 

wife, make some tea. 'Vinay, get some biskut from the shop.' 

Such hospitality amid this squalor feels incongruous. I kick 

myself: I should have brought something along. I hand Vinay 

a five-dollar note, which he accepts reluctantly after a nod 

from his father. 

The room is spartan, small, probably ten by twelve, very 

much like the rooms in the lines during girmit. A rolled up 

mattress is stacked against the wall. I imagine the whole family 

sleeps on it. A couple of tin crates and musty cardboard boxes 

contain all the family's possessions. Vijay's wife is boiling water 

on an ancient darkened stove, and the room reeks of kerosene 

and smoke. A dozen or so cups and plates are heaped in a large 

enamel bowl. From the open spaces of a rural farming 

community to this cramped, sooty and smelly place must have 

been quite a traumatic journey. 

Vijay mixes a bowl of grog. Bas ek dui piyaali, just a bowl 

or two. That is an euphemism as well as an excuse. Vijay, I can 

tell, is a seasoned kava drinker. His skin is cracked and the 

corners of his mouth sickly white from excessive indulgence. 

Vijay begins by making family connections. In no time, it is 

established that he is distantly related to me by marriage to 

one of my cousins about whom I know nothing but pretend 

familiarity. He is from Naleba, one of the early cane districts of 
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Labasa,' notorious during indenture for rampant overseer 

violence. The place was emptying out as cane leases were not 

renewed. Vijay was a part of the exodus. 'It all came as 

a shock,' he says. 'One day, a Land Rover arrived. Three 

Fijians got out. They had some papers in their hands. One of 

them said that our rent was in arrears. Unless we paid up in a 

week, our lease will end.' Path bharo nahin to jameen khalaas. 
Khali ek hafta bacha. 'Justlike that?' 'Just like that!' 

Vijay needed about two thousand dollars, but that kind 

of money was not around. There were no money lenders left in 

the village, and the banks in town would not come to the 

party. With so many leases expiring and the future of the sugar 

industry shaky, the risk was too great. Besides, the ten-acre 

plot was held jointly in the name of Vijay and his brother. 

And Vijay was already in debt. 'Father's illness cost us a lot. 

Several months in the hospital. We gave him a good farewell.' 

Achhha se bida kiya gay. Then there was the expense of the 

children's education: building fees for the school, books and 

uniforms for the children. Vijay was not alone: nearly everyone 

in the village was teetering on the verge of bankruptcy. 

'Did you try and find the Fijian landlord to see if you 

could strike a deal, maybe get into share-cropping or 

something?' I had heard of similar arrangements in parts of 

Viti Levu. 'Bhaiya, I didn't know who the landlord was. 

Malaomen nahin. There were no Fijians in the village. We had 

no idea who owned the land. We got this lease a very long 

time ago, when my father was a child. We never had any 

dealings with Fijians. We only knew the [Native Land Trust] 

Board.' The creation of that organisation had brought about 

a semblance of order and stability in the system of land leases. 

Instead of dealing with individual landowners, the tenants 
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dealt only with the NLTB. But it also extinguished personal 

relations between the landlord and the tenant. There was no 

human face, no human contact to mediate in times of crisis 

like this. 

'Have you found out the name of the landowner now?' 

'No,' Vijay replied. 'It will be no use. They always take money 

and demand other goods. This kerekere, the borrowing business 

never ends. A chicken today, a goat next week, money for 

funerals and weddings the week after. Bottomless well. These 

young fellows are greedy. Easy come, easy go. The older 

generation was different.' Rapacity among landowners in Fiji is 

not uncommon although it has increased in recent decades of 

relative prosperity in the farming community. 

But there was another motivation to move. It was clear 

that there was no future on the farm for the family. 'There was 

a time when the farm was all we had,' Vijay said. 'We all grew 

up on it. Our parents raised us on the farm. That was our 

world. But now, the income is not enough for all of us. There 

is always someone working outside, which keeps us going. 

'Otherwise we will be finished.' This, too, is a recent phenomenon: 

the farm principally as a place of residence, not as a source 

of livelihood. 

Vijay was concerned about his children's future. 'There 

is nothing for them here,' he says. 'What will they do?' he asks. 

'We live for our children.' It was for that reason that Vijay, like 

so many others, had decided to leave Labasa for good once the 

lease was not renewed. In Suva, there was some hope; in 

Labasa, there was none. 'I am glad it is happening now, when 

I am still strong and can work. A few years later, I might not 

have been able to do this.' Wahi pinjada men bund rahit. 'We 
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would have remained trapped in that place forever. We should 

have seen this coming a long time ago and left then.' 

I asked about Vijay's neighbours. He pointed out the 

tenements belonging to former Labasans. There were at least 

a dozen around Vijay's place. 'We have all become family,' 

Vijay tells me. 'We look out for each other.' They were the 

new jahajibhais, brothers of the crossing like their girmitiya 
forebears, facing the same hurt and humiliation, the same 

levelling fate. Everyone there was a refugee. Whether you 

were from Nagigi or Naleba, Daku or Dreketilailai, a Madrassi 

or a Kurbi, Hindu or a Muslim, you were a Labasan first and 

foremost. There was no going back: the rupture was final. 

'What do people do around here?' I ask. 'Anything, Bhaiya. 
We will take any job. A job is a job. It is the question of our 

livelihood.' Pet aur bool bachhon ke sawool haye. Casual 

labouring, house-help, grass cutting, car washing, nightwatch

man. Some had taken to carpentry and others to bus and taxi 

driving. The more skilled ones found jobs as sales assistants in 

the bigger supermarkets while a few women found employment 

in the garment factories. The old entrepreneurial spirit still 

exists, I realise, now fuelled by desperation and a very real fear 

of descending into debilitating destitution among strangers in 

this alien place. 

But the Labasans' enterprising spirit, their willingness to 

make a go of things, has made them targets for many Suva 

residents. Not knowing that I too was from Labasa, people 

were free with their prejudices. Labasans are prepared to 

work for dirt, I am told. They have no ethics, no sense of 

responsibility. Greedy 'like hell,' they take on work beyond 

their competence, making a mess in the process. 'No one who 

wants good work ever hires these fellows the second time 
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around,' a man says to me. 'They are so clannish, so uncouth,' 

ek dam ganwaar. A few weeks back, I was reminded, a small car 

repair garage owned by a Labasan in Kalabu was burnt down. 

The police did nothing, they probably had a hand in it. No 

charges were ever laid. 'What would you expect in this cut

throat business,' man says. 'We have to earn our living 

somehow too.' 

'Bhaiya, these people are jealous,' Vijay said to me. 

Bahut bhaari jalan bhav. 'They won't do the work themselves 

and they make threats against us. They look down on us. They 

call this place Chamar tala,' the place of untouchables, the 

lowest of the low. As Vijay spoke, I realised the people from 

Labasa were the new pariahs, on the outer fringes of society. 

We were the butt of many a joke. Our speech was mocked, our 

preference for simpler things ridiculed. We were tolerated as 

country bumpkins. 

Anti-Labasa prejudice goes back a long way, and is not 

without reason, although Labasans find hard to admit it. 

Vijay's words recalled my own first trip to Suva. It was in 1969. 

I had come to Suva with my uncle, my father's elder step

brother, to get glasses for my deteriorating eyesight. The stories 

I heard about the visitors have remained with me. In the 

mornings, men from Labasa looked for datoon, raw twigs, 

preferably the bariara stem, to clean their teeth. Most had 

never used a toothbrush in their lives. But twigs were not 

easily found, so men took long walks in the evenings searching 

for them. Much to the amusement of the locals, Labasa people 

made slurping noises as they drank their tea and belched 

loudly in appreciation of a good meal. They thought nothing 

of clearing their throats and coughing the phlegm out on the 

lawn. Used to letting go in the open, they frequently took 
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a leak on the toilet floor and urinated while having a shower, 

causing a foul smell. They used water (from empty beer 

bottles) after toilet, not toilet paper, which they thought 

unhygienic, leaving behind a mess which women and children 

hated cleaning. 

People tried to create a sense of community in this place 

of chaos and anxiety. There was a Ramayan mandali in the 

squatter settlement, and people took turns hosting recitals at 

their homes. Unlike many Suva residents, Labasa people were 

punctilious about rituals and protocols. Just as they had done 

back home for decades, they did not have meat or alcohol at 

home for a prescribed number of days before the event. This 

was very familiar to me. In the Tabia of my childhood, people 

were fastidious about rituals. Hanuman Katha, Satyanarayani 

puja, Shiva Ratri, Ram Naumi and many others were performed 

with excessive religiosity. Once I was impatient with this sort 

of thing; religion was the opiate of the masses, I believed in my 

radical, irreverent youth; education, I was convinced, was the 

true liberator of humanity. 

But I realised as I looked around how few outlets there 

were for social interaction and entertainment. Regular 

gatherings encouraged social cohesiveness and provided the 

people with a sense of community. They gave life amid all this 

dreariness a certain rhythm, purpose and identity, something 

to do outside work . And the story of Lord Rama held a certain 

resonance in the lives of an uprooted group. Rama had been 

exiled from his kingdom of Ayodhya through no fault of his 

own, in deference to his distraught father's wish to fulfil a 

promise to one of his wives, but he did return, after fourteen 

years, a triumphant prince. Good had in the end triumphed 

over evil. Their agony too would end one day, people consoled 
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themselves, for they too were innocent victims of circumstances 

beyond their control. The Ramayan had provided great spiritual 

and emotional comfort to the girmitiyas at a time of great 

distress and disruption in their lives. 1 imagine it is providing 

solace to these people as well. 

Still, glimpses of hope and escape from this wretched 

place were rare. 'My main concern is my children,' Vijay said 

again. Their future was weighing on his mind. '1 feel so sad 

that I can't give them what they deserve, what every child 

deserves.' Bachpana ek hi boor oowe haye. You have only one 

childhood. 'But you are giving them what every parent should 

and what every child deserves - an education.' I meant it. 

Vijay nodded in approval, but I suppose he had in mind good 

clothes, money for the occasional outing, video games. 'Yes,' 

Vijay said, 'it is mainly because of Vinay and Shivani that we 

decided to move here .' Such beautiful, evocative names in this 

empty, shattered place, I thought. 

Vijay was doing what Indo-Fijian parents had always 

done: sacrificing whatever they had to educate their children. 

That, more than anything else, was the reason for our success. 

The story was familiar to me; I was a part of it. At an early age, 

we were told that there was no future on the farm for all the 

six boys. We would have to look for other opportunities. 

Education was the only way out. We pursued it single-mindedly 

and succeeded. The path we trod all those years ago, alone and 

often without a helping hand, was now being pursued by a new 

generation at a time when the sky should have been the limit 

for them. 

With one difference. We grew up in a settled environ

ment and in a home which we proudly called our own. We 

were poor, but a home was a home. The routine and rhythms 
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of village life, deadening at times, defined the parameters of 

our existence. We knew that we belonged in the village, that 

we had a place in it. The village gave us an identity. We felt 

secure. We said proudly that we were from Tabia. With no idea 

about the outside world or of the changes ahead that would 

disrupt our lives irreparably and take us to unimagined places, 

we cherished the idea that Tabia would always be our home. 

It would be there . for us always, welcoming. That sense of 

attachment has diminished with time, but it once had a powerful 

hold on our youthful emotions. I wonder if Vinay and Shivani 

will ever know the joys of belonging and attachment to a place 

that they can call home, the comfort of being members of 

a community, the innocence of a carefree childhood. 

Vijay is clearly worried about his family's safety. They 

are unwanted, uninvited strangers in this place. The news of 

robberies and the sight of wayward unemployed boys roaming 

the streets worry him. There have been reports of a few 

assaults, some stray incidents of stone-throwing at nights and 

burglaries. Vijay does not have much to lose. There is no 

television or modem accessories such as a refrigerator in the 

house . But it is the violation of privacy, the sense of being 

violated, that worries people . Several fathers have formed an 

informal group and take turns to see the girls on to the bus 

every morning and wait for them at the bus stop after school. 

The safety and protection of girls especially is paramount with 

Indo-Fijian parents. It has always been that way. 

Newtown is the first but will certainly not be the last 

stop for most refugees. Some have moved to larger plots 

of leased lands on the outskirts of Nausori - Korociriciri, 

Nakelo and Koroqaqa, while others have gone towards Navua. 

There they plant dalo and cassava and vegetables and sell 
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them at roadside stalls to travellers on the Queen's Highway. 

I have talked to some of them. 'This is good life,' one of them 

said to me. 'We get nagad paisa [cash] everyday. We are our 

own boss. We sleep peacefully at night.' 'You won't get back to 

cane farming then?' 'Ganna men koi fayada nahin haye,' a man 

says to me, there is no profit in sugar cane farming, repeating 

Vijay's sentiment. 'Pocket change' is how someone had 

described the earnings from cane. 'All that hard work: what 

for? You pay rent, Fijians demand kerekere all the time and 

before you know it, all the money is gone. No, this is good.' 

The reluctance to return to the cane farm was a familiar story 

throughout Fij i. 

Vijay was considering moving to Nadi. He had met 

someone in Suva market who knew someone who was 

migrating. But he didn't want to sell his land. Would Vijay 

mind some share-cropping arrangement? 'I don't know what 

will happen,' he said to me, 'but I'm sure it will be better than 

this place.' Of that there was no doubt in my mind. 'There are 

many good schools there,' he said, 'I have seen them myself.' 

And he would fit in better in that environment anyway. 'Gaon 
ke admi log ke gaon hi acchha lagi.' Village people will always be 

attracted to villages. Vijay was a true son of the soil who found 

Suva suffocating. 

Shivani arrived after we had been talking for a couple of 

hours. She had a clutch of books and pads in her hands. 'Been 

studying, yes?' I ask. 'Yes, sir,' she replies. 'What subjects?' 

'Science.' 'And what do you hope to become?' 'A nurse or 

a doctor, sir.' That kind of ambition from this sort of 

background sounds ludicrous: from the slums of Suva to the 

heights of the medical profession? But that , more or less, was 

how we all started - with nothing. 'One step at a time' was 
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the motto of my generation. 'Why medicine?' I ask, knowing 

full well that it is the profession of choice for most people in 

Fiji, or anywhere else for that matter. 'Because I want to help 

people, sir,' she says. 'Yes, beta, making a difference and 

helping people is always satisfying. I am sure you will make 

a great doctor. Remember to look well after this uncle in his 

doddery old age .' She smiles and walks towards her mother. 

Vinay has been in the background, serving us tea but 

otherwise listening intently to our conversation. There is a 

kind of sadness about him. As the older son, he knows that the 

responsibility of looking after his sister and his parents will fall 

on him. He helps out whenever he can. In addition to washing 

cars during weekends, he works at the local store down the 

road most evenings. The customer traffic is light at night, and 

he gets a free meal and a place to study as well as loaves of 

bread and occasionally a can of fish on the weekends. He 

frequently sleeps at the shop under the counter next to bags of 

onions and potatoes. I sense that Vinay will not talk freely in 

the presence of his family, and yet I am curious about his story. 

I have been at Vijay's place for longer than I had expected. 

I have already disrupted their schedule enough. I apologise as 

I leave, and promise to see Vinay during the weekend at the 

gas station. 

The visit lingers in my mind for a long time. It is tcio 

close to the bone for comfort. I have travelled that route 

myself, as have so many others before and after me. It must 

have been some similar experience of disruption and dislocation 

caused by a prolonged drought, a death in the family, 

indebtedness, a quarrel, an act of rebellion, that led the 

girmitiyas to emigrate, with what hopes and fears we can only 

guess. They probably had no precise idea of their destination, 
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but most thought they would be back one day. That day of 

reckoning never came. Now, a hundred years later, people are 

on the move again, uprooted, in search of a better life. 

I take Vinay to the Victoria Arcade coffee shop on 

Saturday afternoon after he finishes work. 'Do you miss 

Labasa?' I ask him. 'Yes, sir, very much.' What particularly?' 

'My friends, sir.' I wait for him to continue. 'All my friends 

I went to school with. We played soccer in the afternoons, 

swam in the river, walked in the mountains, played tricks on 

each other, stole mangoes and watermelon from our neighbours' 

farms. But then they all left one by one as their leases expired. 

I don't know if I will ever meet them again. I don't know 

where they are.' They had promised to keep in touch through 

letters, but they remained just that, promises, unfulfilled. 

Once again, the girmit experience comes to mind. After 

a long traumatic journey lasting weeks in often rough seas, 

girmitiyas would arrive in Fiji and after about two weeks of 

quarantine detention at Nukulau would be allocated to 

plantations across the country. The officials made sure that 

people from the same locality in India were not sent to one 

place for fear of insurrection. The girmitiyas would cry and hug 

each other and promise to keep in touch. They never met 

again, starting afresh in new places with new people, old 

memories erased. I could understand Vinay's anguish. 

'Anyone special you miss?' It is a kind of question only 

an older uncle is allowed to ask. It is very unlikely that anyone 

in the family would know about Vinay's private life. Children 

never talk about it to their parents, and Shivani was too young 

to confide in. 'Sir?' I smiled. Averting his eyes, Vinay looked at 

the ground. 'Oaya, sir,' he replied after a long silence. 'She was 

my best friend . She used to bring me special lunches and 
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sweets at Diwali. We used to do our homework together. 

I always wanted to be close to her, to protect her.' 'Your 

parents knew?' 'Yes, sir, they liked her. ' 'Where is she now?' 

'Don't know, sir. Somewhere in Viti Levu.' 'Father's name?' 

'Rajendra Prasad, from Daku. People from Labasa know him as 

Daku Prasad.' 'I will see if I can find out.' One thing about 

Labasa is that nearly everyone knows everyone else . Daku had 

gone to Navua, I found out. One Sunday I went out for a drive 

to look him up. He had left the place some time ago, a stall 

keeper at the roadside told me . Try Sigatoka or N adi, I was 

advised. 'Tracking him in those places will be like trying to 

find a needle in a haystack,' I said, if you pardon the cliche. 

'God willing, I will find her one day, sir,' Vinay said. 

I detected steely determination in Vinay's voice, and 

a trace of anger too. Enforced removal from the farm had 

embittered him deeply. To see his proud father reduced to 

impotent fury, seeking mercy from the officials of the Native 

Land Trust Board, unable to raise a loan to pay the rent, had 

hurt and outraged him deeply. No son wants to see his father 

humiliated. 'What wrong did we do, sir, that they took our 

land away?' he asks. 'It is not as if they are doing anything with 

it. You will see it for yourself, sir, that our cane land is now 

returning to bush.' That was certainly true in many parts of 

northern Vanua Levu. Non-renewal of leases was one cause of 

the decline of the sugar industry. They will take Fij i and all 

of us down with them, sir.' I understood Vinay's anger, but how 

do you explain to a hurt young man that we were always literal 

as well as metaphorical tenants in Fiji, tolerated as long as we 

knew our place in the broad scheme of things, that we were 

never allowed to belong? 
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'What are you studying, Vinay,' I ask. 'Science subjects, 

sir.' 'What would you like to study at university?' 'University, 

sir?' He reacted as if I had asked the most impossible question. 

'Why not? It should be a natural thing for a bright boy like 

you.' 'I would like to become an accountant, sir.' 'Is that what 

you want?' Vinay hesitated momentarily. 'That is what Pitaji 
[father] wants me to do. He says it will be easier to find a job as 

an accountant.' 'And probably easier to migrate too, I should 

think.' 'Sir, but I really want to do history and politics.' That 

surprised me. No one I had spoken to had ever expressed an 

interest in those subjects. We historians were like dinosaurs, 

I thought, irrelevant, like deaf people answering questions no 

one had ever asked us. History could not make anything 

happen. The subject wasn't taught in schools, or was taught 

minimally as part of more amorphous social studies. 

'Why history?' 1 asked. 'I like stories, sir, true stories 

about real people.' I wouldn't argue with that. It was a good 

description of the discipline. 'Sir, I don't want to migrate. 

I want to live here and make my little contribution.' 'Vinay, 

that's admirable, but have you thought about jobs?' 'I will 

become a high schoolteacher, sir. That's where all our 

problems start.' 'But that's not where you will end your career,' 

I said. 'No sir, God willing.' We parted with promises to keep 

in touch, and we did intermittentlyfor a few years. 

Vinay had gradually slipped from my mind until last year 

when I was invited to be the chief guest at the annual prize 

giving ceremony at Namaka Secondary in Nadi. Imagine my 

surprise to see Vinay there! He was the school's head of social 

science. 'Good to see you, sir,' he said at tea after the formal 

ceremonies. He had been at the school for a couple of years. 

'So you kept your promise to become a teacher, Vinay.' 'Yes, 
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sir,' he said smiling. Vinay was confident and articulate, not 

the shy, awkward young man I had met a few years back. Over 

dinner at his flat in Namaka that night, Vinay told me the 

details. He had done well in high school to win a scholarship 

to university. There he had excelled as well, winning prizes 

and awards all prominently displayed on the walls. He was 

encouraged to go on to graduate studies, but Vinay declined. 

'I had to look after my parents and Shivani,' he said without 

a trace of bitterness. 'They depended on me,' he said. Responsibility 

was responsibility. Such an admirable spirit of sacrifice, so rare 

these days, but somehow with Vinay, 1 was not surprised. 

'Still thinking about history?' I ask. 'Yes, sir, but now 

I want to make some history.' 'Is that so! Wonderful.' Vinay 

was doing by correspondence a law degree from Waikato 

University in New Zealand. He had already completed half 

the degree . Once it was finished, he would leave teaching to 

become a full-time lawyer and eventually enter politics. He 

was active on the local scene, as an elected member of the 

Nadi Town Council representing the Nawaka Ward. He was 

close to the powerbrokers of the local branch of the Labour 

Party and was one of its rising stars. I felt for him. His passion 

for public service had not dimmed, but I also knew of the 

bumps he would encounter on the road ahead. A political 

career in the Indo-Fijian community is not for idealists, or the 

faint-hearted. 'You cut steel with steel,' people say. It is as 

brutal as that. 

'How is Vijay?' I ask. 'Pitaji died two years ago. Heart 

attack.' I touched Vinay's shoulder in sympathy. 'Too young to 

go now,' I said. 'But that, sir, is not uncommon these days. The 

stress, the heartache, the glass ceiling in government service, 

the name-calling by religious bigots, the displacement of our 
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farmers all take their toll.' Vinay had chosen his words 

carefully. 'Shivani?' 'She graduated last year with a nursing 

degree and then married and migrated to New Zealand. Mum 

is with her too, looking after their infant daughter.' 'Remind 

her of her promise to look after me in old age,' I joked. 

'And Daya? Remember you said you will find her one 

day.' 'Well, sir, I found her at last in Nadi, but by then it was 

too late.' Daya's parents had settled in Votualevu as share

croppers after moving from Navua. A family visiting from 

Canada looking for a bride for their son had chosen Daya. 

Vi nay wasn't surprised: she was a beautiful young woman with 

fine, almost film star features. Her parents were ecstatic. Daya 

was going to be their passport to freedom finally. Everyone 

envied her, the first in the family to migrate. By the time 

Vinay found Oaya working as a cashier at the local ANZ Bank, 

her marriage papers had already been signed and wedding 

preparations were well under way. Oaya was distraught, but 

there was nothing she could do to extricate herself from the 

arrangements. Her parents had spoken for her, and that was 

that. Yes, It was over all too soon. Vinay was similarly helpless. 

He did not have the one thing that every struggling family in 

the community prized above all else: a foreign passport. With 

touching resignation, he said, 'Some things are not meant to 

be, sir.' 'Yes, son,' I said gently taping him on the shoulder in 

sympathy, recalling a couple of lines from Lord Tennyson: Let 

what is broken so remain/ The gods are hard to reconcile. 

Yes, that Passport. That damned foreign passport. To 

anywhere. 




